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Ministry does not keep proper information 
with regard to how the funds are being 
effectively and promptly utilised for carrying 
out the projects under the Ministry of Health? 

SHRI D. P. KARMARKAR: Sir, first the 
functioning in respect of these funds begins 
after our budget is formally passed. Then we 
tell the State Governments that so much 
amounts are available. In respect of those 
schemes in which they participate, most of the 
expenditure, except that which is incurred by 
the Government of India directly, is made by 
the State. Sometimes we have found that in 
the negotiations between the Health Ministry 
in the States and the Finance Ministry 
advantage is taken, and in some of the cases 
State Governments do not take advantage, of 
the facilities that are available by way of 
Central assistance. All these taken together 
contribute to the shortfall in expenditure. 

So far as we are concerned, it has been 
always our anxiety. Last year we spent 98 per 
cent of the resources available to us directly. 
But we cannot help if there is delay in the 
States. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: May I know, Sir, 
whether the Government consider it one of 
their functions that when allocations under the 
schemes are made to the States, they institute 
proper machinery for checking up that the 
funds are being properly used? It seems they 
have no such machinery at all and the matter 
is left to the State Governments. 

SHRI D. P. KARMARKAR: That is not 
right, Sir. At the commencement of the year 
one of our officers is sent to the States to 
make the resources available to them. He asks 
them to make arrangements to spend them as 
early as possible. But unhappily it occurs 
sometimes, even in respect of schemes 
budgeted for, the State Governments are 
unable to draw the amounts,  and   .   .   . 

MR. CHAIRMAN:    That     will do. 'ext 
question. 

 

t[TRAINING OF WORKERS FOR    SERVICE 
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES AND COLLECTIVE 

FARMING CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES 

*53. SHRI RAM SAHAI: Will the Minister 
of COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND CO-
OPERATION be pleased to state whether there is 
any scheme under Government's 
consideration for training the workers of the 
National Extension Service Blocks in the 
work of the Service Co-operative Societies 
and the Collective Farming Co-operative 
Societies?] 

 
f[THE PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY 
TO THE MINISTER OF COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION 
(SHRI S. D. MISRA): Yes, Sir.] 

 

f [ ] English translation.
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SHRI  S.   D.   MISRA:     It    is    done 

Shrough the Central Government. 
DR. RAGHUBIR SINH:  Hindi, Sir. 

 

t [OPENING OF CLINICS UNDER FAMILY 
PLANNING PROGRAMME 

*54. SHRI RAM SAHAI: Will the Minister 
of HEALTH be pleased to state: 

(a) the reason why the number of clinics 
opened in the urban areas is much more than 
the target and the number of those opened in 
the rural areas is not according to the target of 
the total 750 clinics—600 rural and 150 
urban—which were to be opened up to 
March, 1959 in connection with the     Family     
Planning     Programme 

under the Second   Five   Year   flan; and 

(b) whether the rural population has 
availed itself of these clinics satisfactorily or 
not?] 

 
t[THE MINISTER OF HEALTH (SHRI D. P. 

KARMARKAR): (a) The States of Andhra 
Pradesh, Assam, Bombay, Madhya Pradesh, 
Madras and Orissa have exceeded the targets 
fixed for opening of rural clinics. The State of 
Kerala has achieved the target. Regarding 
other States, the reason for not achieving the 
targets for opening rural clinics is largely due 
to the absence of sufficient number of workers 
with the requisite, maturity, education and 
experience. 

(b) The  rural  population have  by 
and large availed    of    the facilities 
provided   in    the    family planning 
clinics.] 

SHRI D. A. MIRZA: May I know, Sir, the 
number of families in the rural areas or the 
number of families in the urban areas that 
have taken advantage of this scheme? 

SHRI D. P. KARMARKAR: I should like to 
have notice about it. 

f[ ] English translation. 


